Low frequency filtering of nasal pressure channel causes loss of flow limitation.
The objective of this clinical vignette is to explore whether changes in low filter settings for respiratory waveforms have a clinically significant effect on patient management of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). This is a case report. We collected data from a continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) titration polysomnogram (PSG) performed in our university based sleep laboratory. We reviewed the flow signal using low frequency filter settings of 0.0, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 Hz. We noted that a change in the low frequency filter for respiratory flow caused a change in the appearance of an otherwise flattened waveform indicating flow limitation to no longer appear flat. We noted that indiscriminate use of the low frequency filter for nasal pressure and flow estimate channels may lead to greater difficulty recognizing respiratory flow limitation.